Qualification for Price Quotation of Operated and Maintained Crane Rental
1.

Our customer will provide for free, clear, safe, compacted all-weather access for the erection, dismantling and
operation of all equipment furnished by BRAGG.
2. Unless specifically otherwise noted, cranes will be erected and dismantled during straight time hours in a continuous
operation by Operating Engineers. Should another craft be required for the buildup per customer or union
agreement,
the additional personnel will be furnished by the customer at no cost to BRAGG.
3. All traffic control, street use permits or OSHA permits will be furnished by the customer in accord with local
regulations unless specifically noted on this quote.
4. Travel permits will be furnished by BRAGG and billed to the customer at the applicable rate.
5. The customer will furnish qualified signalmen and qualified rigging personnel to support safe crane operation
according to applicable laws.
6. All rigging is to be furnished by the customer. If BRAGG elects to use BRAGG rigging, damage to the rigging will be
billed to the customer. Testing or certification of rigging will result in additional charges (if required).
7. Timber mats, steel plates or other site protections are available at additional cost (if required).
8. Lift engineering or professional engineering review is available at additional cost (if required).
9. A Waiver of Liability releasing BRAGG from site damage caused by normal crane operation must be signed prior to
work but is agreed to if directed to work by the customer even without the customer’s signature
10. All site-specific training, testing or orientation of BRAGG personnel will be invoiced at applicable rates.
11. BRAGG will provide standard insurance in the in the amount of $1 million each for Workers Compensation, General
Liability and Automotive. Higher limits, endorsements and additionally insured certificates
are available at additional cost of 8% of invoice value or $200 (whichever is greater) for “directly caused by”
indemnification only. Bonding will be invoiced at cost plus 15% for administrative processing.
Additionally insured certificates cannot be issued after a job has been completed.
12. No tax will be applied to the invoice for crane operation as Bragg has already paid all taxes on the equipment.
13. A 6% fuel and insurance charge will be added to the final invoice amount for fuel cost and mandatory industry
insurance for crane operation.
14. A four-hour minimum applies to daily rentals; an eight-hour minimum applies to ongoing projects.
15. All work will be performed and billed in accordance with the local Operating Engineers Union area agreement and/or
Iron Workers Local Union area agreement.
a.
If Operating Engineers are working with a craft with more favorable overtime or work rules, the better terms may
apply.
b.
A ½ hour meal period must be provided within five hours of start of work or be paid for at the double time rate.
16. This quote is valid for 30 days, subject to equipment availability at the time of order. Payment is due upon receipt
unless alternative terms have been agreed to ahead of time. Invoices will incur late fees and penalties at a rate of
1.5% of the invoice total once past due, and for every thirty (30) days following.
17. Customer Pre-Payment Policy: Dispatch of equipment to job site is contingent upon confirmation that Customer has
a sufficient pre-approved credit limit or Customer has pre-paid for quoted services. Customers with no pre-approved
credit should allow 2-3 business days for credit application processing prior to dispatch. Pre-payment may be
processed online by visiting the website listed below. Select the "Pay Online" button, located in the upper right
corner of the page. Please forward the online payment to your salesman via e-mail to confirm your order.
18. This quote was composed with the best information available at the time of creation and is subject to change without
notice. It is an estimate of the projected costs and is not a fixed amount. Issuance of any payment prior to work being
executed shall not be construed as a representation by Bragg that the actual costs of the Work shall not exceed the
pre-paid, and or quoted amount. Bragg retains the right to bill for the full actual costs of the Work, as determined by
Bragg upon completion.
Qualifications for Price Quotation (also known as Qualification for Pricing) and Bragg Terms and Conditions can be
viewed online at www.braggcrane.com
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